
RULES IN WRITING AN ARTICLE

There's a lot of noise to compete against when writing on the internet. Anyone can write something, post it, and call it an
article â€” in the.

Always remember that the illustrations should relate as closely as possible to the text. But in an article, it's
better to give the reader something to think about, perhaps by asking them another question or giving them a
call to action. Improve Your Writing Skills by Reading If you want to make feature writing a part of your
freelance writing career , you should regularly read newspapers and magazines that publish features written in
the style you prefer. Have personal experiences you want to share? You'll be surprised how often they end up
in your writing anyway if it's focused on the subject well, and you can always edit your article later and pop a
couple in. I was recently approached by someone who couldn't quite work out why his article wasn't achieving
very much, The fact that his main keyword had been misspelled in the title was one main reason. Don't include
all of your research material. You don't always have to be writing articles for publication - sometimes you may
feel like simply writing your own private thoughts down. Try writing your article, completely forgetting about
your keywords. Headings are always hierarchical. Size: The size of the article should always be short and
concise. The planning stage is vital for this. The last part should not leave out even anyone thread of the
narrative. The Ethel Snoozelburg perfect article and blog format formula does not have a great ring to it, but
here we go: 6 steps to conquering the perfect article format. Writing Journal Articles Tips for Writing Feature
Articles Once you've mastered the general rules for effective writing, you'll need to incorporate specific tips
for feature writers into your work. It should make coherent sense to the common man. Think what your
subheadings might be and then write a short introduction that lets the reader know what to expect. Paragraph
with one sentence should be used sparingly. Can you see how they did it? Be ready to mine your life for ideas.
Or you may just want to revise what you have as you proceed, retaining a nice conversational tone by directly
addressing your audience. We have more tips on how to SEO-ize your post, so stay tuned. Bold and Italics
make your Point Do not be afraid to use bold and italics to help make your point. For instance, cooking is an
example of an article that covers a range of subtopics. Write very lengthy articles The title should be lengthy
and clear The heading of the article should be short, clear and informative Only the introduction and the
conclusion should be attractive and attention seeking Target the audience One can advise, suggest and give the
solutions to a problem in any paragraph other than the starting one The language and the style of writing
should be according to the concerning readers There must be only three paragraphs in an article â€”
introduction, middle one, and conclusion Use any tense , person, voice, as many abbreviations , and self-made
words while writing an article Solution:. Lists Rule Everyone loves a good list.


